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INVESTMENT REPORT
Blitzscaling Ventures Monthly Analysis of Top Firm Deals

Blitzscalable Companies Announcing
Investment Rounds in March

Disco

CitMall

Protégé

Espresso Systems

March
Deal
Statistics
Yet another
very active
month to
start the year.
55 A rounds!

Socket

Total Deals Announced

175

Non-US Deals

57

Most Active Firm
(US Deals)

A16Z

Added to our Watch list

5

Stage of Investments
Seed Round

45

C Round

21

A Round

55

Other

22

B Round

32
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Espresso Systems - 78/100
Same Day Mobile Ticketing

Round Size

$32 Million

Investment Series

Seed

Noted Investors

Greylock Partners, Sequoia, Slow Venture

Location

San Francisco, CA, USA

Total Raised

$35.1 Million

The fundamental issues that plague the blockchain are it's a terrible transaction mechanism., and there
are too many isolated chains so interoperability (trading one token for another) is a challenge.
Using a wallet to trade tokens with high value isn't so bad. But for the multiverse, where tokens will have
scant value and trading highly frequent, a trading platform is too cumbersome and costly.
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Protégé - 79/100

Protege offers aspiring musicians and performers access to a community
of experts who may discover them and guide their careers to the next level

Round Size

$8.5 Million

Investment Series

Seed

Noted Investors

Sequoia, (DJ Khaled, Will Smith, Lionel

Location

Richie)

Total Raised

Chicago, Illinois, USA

Protege is a marketplace that allows aspiring $8.5
musicians
and performers to gain access to a community of
Million
famous experts who can discover them and help them advance their careers. Applicants can either win a
popularity contest and get upvoted to get viewed and responded to by the experts, or they can pay to get a
short block of time with a producer. This is a slightly different approach from that taken by several other
similar companies we've talked about in this newsletter--Cameo and MentorCam-- where users simply pay
upfront for the expert's time.
One might argue that Protege's distribution strategy is brilliant in that it seeks to attract and leverage famous
experts with large social followings to promote its services by inviting aspirants to interact with them directly.
That could lead to a winner-takes-most dynamic as the network effects (9/10) grow, the selection across the
experts' areas of expertise widens, and with that the platform's attractiveness to talent.
Seen from another angle, however, one might glimpse the seeds of insurmountable issues with PM Fit (7/10)
that could lead to Protege's predictable demise. On Cameo, it's easy and transparent for even famous B-list
celebrities to make a pile of money by merely showing up and chatting with users for a few minutes. It's not
that simple on Protege, however, where what's on implied promise is the chance to work with the very top
producers whose availability will be highly scarce. (After all, nobody wants to be discovered by, or pay to
entrust their career to, a B-list loser). There's simply no sufficient incentive that this platform can possibly
provide, that users can conceivably afford, to overcome their inherently limited availability, no matter how
many of them there are. There's a reason why MasterClass doesn't offer 1:1 sessions with its instructors.
Market Size (10/10) is as enormous as the number of wannabe musicians and actors. As a markeplace with a
straightforward take-rate, Gross Margin will be very high (10/10). Organizational Scalability (8/10) is not
perfect--the top talent will need to be recruited. Operational Scalability (10/10) should be easy to manage.
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CityMall - 81/100
CityMall is a social commerce venture targeted at new internet users living
in Tier-2, 3 cities and villages in India

Round Size

$75 Million

Investment Series

Series C

Noted Investors

Norwest, Accel India, General Catalyst

Location

Gurgaon, India

Total Raised

$112 Million

CityMall is a social commerce venture in India that taps into group buying via WhatsApp. In contrast to our
portfolio company, Faci.ly, in this case individuals entrepreneurs form their own groups and handle
fulfillment of the merchandise. They are growing 30% MoM, which propels them to a strong Viral growth and
Distribution score of (10/10)
CityMall is better thought of not as one large business, rather as the sum of a large number of small, local
markets that are created by individual entrepreneurs who form their own buying groups. It just doesn't get
big enough to deliver a massive network effect. While there will be a large number of buying group leaders
on the platform, the addition of new members is not necessarily a benefit to existing members and may, in
fact, increase competition among them. From a land grab perspective, on the other hand, that's a good thing
because the entrepreneurs are establishing their groups and signing up members who will likely be sticky
and may be having their first experiences with e-commerce. So we see the land grab effect to some degree
offsetting the weaker network effects, and ended up with a score of (9/10) in winner-takes-most.
PM Fit earned an 8/10--the deal should be pretty far along at Series C, but the ultimate reliance on the
individual entrepreneurs to do fulfillment leaves this feeling somewhat shaky. The Market Size (10/10) in
India is enormous, even though their principal focus is on 2nd and 3rd tier cities. But they are not a
marketplace--they need to buy and move the inventory of low margin household goods, so we dinged them
on Gross Margin (5/10). Similarly, Organizational (8/10) and Operational (7/10) Scalability suffer from the
complexity of moving goods, staffing customer service, etc.
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Disco - 82/100

Disco develops an AI-driven partnership platform for independent e-commerce
retailers that allows them to cross-sell one another's' merchandise and makes
recommendations to consumers across brands.

Round Size

$20 Million

Investment Series

Series A

Noted Investors

Felicis Ventures, Bessemer Venture

Location

Partners San Francisco, California, USA

Total Raised

$25.8 Million

Some of you may remember "LinkExchange" from the days of the original dot.com boom, a site that
allowed websites to place LinkExchange badge on their websites. For every 2 banners they placed, they'd
earn a placement of their own on another website. Excess ads were sold to advertisers. The company,
founded by Tony Hsieh of later Zappo's fame, was later sold to Microsoft for $400M. The business model
remains relevant today and may well have been an inspiration for Disco.
Disco enables cross-linkage between independent e-commerce merchants that allows them to curate a
portfolio of items drawn from the offerings of other merchants, who have likewise been carefully curated
by Disco for inclusion on the platform, to cross-sell alongside their own merchandise. This is enormously
powerful for these independent retailers who, unlike Amazon, don't have a virtually infinite number of
complementary products to cross-sell. For merchants, raising the chances that customers will add
additional items to their shopping cart is enormously valuable and an opportunity they're going to want to
to take advantage of and as more merchants, SKUs and customers are onboarded to the platform the AI
will get better at making recommendations to merchants about the kinds of items that sell well together
and to customers about items other shoppers "frequently bought together" to steal a phrase from
Amazon. So we consider PM Fit to be 8/10--it's still only an A round, and we haven't personally canvassed
100 customers, so this could well be revised upwards over time.
Market size is a solid 9/10: the e-commerce market is huge, and while their curation efforts mean they
won't get all of the market there's still a large opportunity for them. As a platform software business, they
score 10/10 in Gross Margin, Organizational and Operational Scalability.
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Socket- 78/100
Socket, which acts as a meta-layer that connects all chains, enables unified,
multichain applications with shared liquidity.

Round Size

$5 Million

Investment Series

Seed

Noted Investors

Framework Ventures, Lightspeed Ventures

Location

Bangalore, India

Total Raised

$5Million

Socket aims to solve the problem of interoperability across blockchains for the sake of moving money
around. Currently, blockchain users need to use what's called a "bridge" to move value from one chain to
another. The process is complicated and time consuming and requires users to leave the app, go to an
exchange or bridge provider and transfer the assets, then come back to complete the transaction on the
original app.
The "Socket Liquidity Meta-Layer" aggregates and connects a variety of apps and bridges, creating
interoperability in a way that's analogous to how Zapier enables a variety of connections and workflows
between apps that otherwise do not communicate directly with one another. Bungee, Socket's Beta app,
then identifies and lets users see the most efficient route across any chain, the estimated amount of gas
fees and time required, and then enables them to seamlessly perform P2P swaps and funds transfers. This
bears some resemblance to Wall St, where there are stock exchanges (NASDAQ, NYSE) and then a number
of private pools on the side that enable asset owners to perform P2P settlements that reduce exchange
fees. Here, the bridge provider is like the exchange, and Socket is connected to them, but also enables P2P
settlements on the side.
Socket hopes that P2P pools become the dominant way of transacting, but must continue to serve the
bridges faithfully and avoid getting cut off until they can reach sufficient scale and liquidity in the P2P pool.
If they achieve that, they'd earn full points for network effects but for now we rate them 9/10. We don't
see signs of high virality or abnormally strong distribution (8/10). For Market Size, Gross Margin,
Oranizational and Operational Scalability, Socket scores straight 10s. We will watch how the company
matures to see if we can revise their strong score of 78/100 upwards into the blitzscaler zone.
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Lev- 85/100
Managed marketplace for commercial mortgages

Round Size

$70 Million

Investment Series

Series B

Noted Investors

Susa Financial, Canaan, NfX

Location

New York, NY USA

Total Raised

$114 Million

Lev, one of our latest investments, is attacking an enormous opportunity to use liquidity in a very sleepy
industry with an almost unbounded market that is probably still using fax machines: commercial
mortgages. The transformation of the business model in residential mortgages has already occurred
and it is a market that is well served by companies like Rocket Mortgage, or local brokers where one can
walk in, provide them personal information and credit rating, get a rate comparison from numerous
banks, and
get approved in a matter of minutes. In contrast, commercial loans remain fragmented,
slow, opaque and painful, and its not uncommon for the origination process to take 2 weeks. There are no
off-the-shelf products--every loan is custom. What they're really trying to do is standardize lending
criteria, use a lot of white glove concierge treatment initially to convince bankers to change the way they
approve loans, and then over time build technology around that to automate it. .
Lev has been growing incredibly rapidly, which is of course what caught our attention. As a marketplace,
we gave it 10/10 in winner takes most on account of the fact that it meets most of our criteria for the
formation of strong network effects: it's a large, high value, complicated transaction where there's great
differentiation and therefore high consideration value. As a result, there's a strong incentive for there to
be one main winner. Viral Growth and Distribution (9/10) scored well--it's a tightly-knit industry where it
should be relatively easy to reach everyone. PM Fit (9/1) should be strong when they're offering the
opportunity to get a response in a few hours versus a few weeks. Market Size (10/10) is almost infinite,
and the fact that all commercial mortgages are renegotiated every 5 years only adds to its lustre.
0rganizational Scalability (5/10) still requires people to do the deals while they are working on automating
the process. Operational Scalability (10/10) is high. Gross Margin (7/10) is lower here since they are not
able to take a large take rate and need to originate some of their own loans in the early years in order to
generate liquidity.
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March Deals

As reported by Crunchbase for the VC firms we track
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